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SOFT COMMODITIES: The commodities rally has been broad-based, with agricultural and livestock prices keeping
up with metals and energy. Our ‘Breakfast’ commodity price index (see chart) is +54% from its 2020 lows, and world
food prices are the highest in a decade. They have been driven by a combination of Chinese demand and stockpiling
(no1. importer), and producer supplier shortfalls with both dry weather and lower yields (Brazil), and new export
restrictions (Russia, Argentina). High prices help producers, but hurt consumers and are boosting global inflation.

OUR ‘BREAKFAST INDEX’: Our equal-weight index of eight popular breakfast items – from coffee to wheat - has led
the broader commodity rally. Price gains have been led by pork and sugar, whilst cocoa and orange juice have
lagged. We profile two outliers below. Some key agricultural commodities, like vegetable oils, are up over 100%+ yoy.

SUGAR AND COCOA: Sugar (SUGAR) is the main global food and beverage sweetener, and seeing growing ethanol
use. It is a large (200 million ton) but relatively low value (US$340/t) market, with Brazil and India largest producers
(c1/3 combined). The price has been boosted by harvest delays and lower yields in Brazil. By contrast, cocoa
(COCOA) is a tiny (5m/t) but high value (US$2,400/t) market dominated by Ivory Coast and Ghana supply (2/3 of
total) and chocolate and cosmetics demand. Prices have been hurt by rising production and high inventories.

INVESTMENT IMPACTS: Rising prices can help processors like Archer-Daniels-Midland (ADM), equipment suppliers
like Deere (DE), crop chemical stocks like Bayer (BAYN.DE), and accelerate innovations captured by @FoodTech. By
contrast it can pressure margins at consumer food stocks, like Nestle (NESN.ZU) and Mondelez (MDLZ), who are
announcing price increases to try compensate. Developed markets (IDEV) are less-impacted than Emerging (EEM),
where food is less processed, represents more of disposable income, and is a bigger weight in inflation baskets.

TODAY: Growth outlook in focus with European ZEW economic sentiment index forecast to rise further, supporting
outlook for recovery from recent ‘double-dip’ recession and European equities breakout to new highs. Similarly, the
US small business confidence (NFIB) index gives more evidence of strong underlying US GDP and EPS rebound.
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